
perception and phoneme perception might share the same process 
of frequency discrimination. Thus, sensitivity to frequency changes 
may be important for reading ability as well. In previous research, 
phonemic awareness was shown to be correlated with pitch dis-
crimination, pitch awareness (as assessed using the tonal test of 
the Gordon Primary Measures of Audiation (PMMA; Gordon, 
1979), melody discrimination, and tone manipulation tasks (Lamb 
and Gregory, 1993; Anvari, et al., 2002; Peynircioglu et al., 2002; 
Bolduc, 2005; Forgeard et al., 2008a). Additionally, children with 
specific language impairment were shown to be impaired at pitch 
discrimination tasks, further suggesting that the link between pho-
nemic awareness and musical ability holds in the domain of pitch 
(Mengler et al., 2005).

Individuals who are tone-deaf also have impaired pitch process-
ing. Tone-deafness, or congenital amusia, is a deficit of musical 
ability that according to some reports affects up to 17% of the 
normal adult population (Kalmus and Fry, 1980; Cuddy et al., 2005; 
Loui et al., 2009; Peretz et al., 2009). Little is known regarding the 
developmental trajectory of tone-deafness in children, although 
the topic is beginning to be explored (Lebrun et al., in press). 
Adults who are tone-deaf have deficits in pitch production as well 
as perception, and show a mismatch between their pitch percep-
tion and production abilities (Loui et al., 2008). They also show 
impairments in phonemic awareness (Jones et al. 2009a) as well 
as impairments in the processing of speech intonation (Liu et al., 
2010) and in the understanding of lexical tones in a tonal language 
(Nan et al., 2010). Taken together, the research suggests a relation-
ship between phonemic awareness and pitch perception. However, 
the relationship between phonemic awareness and pitch produc-
tion is yet unclear, especially in young children. Understanding 
tone-deaf behavior in children – as characterized by deficits in 

IntroductIon
Developmental dyslexia is a disorder in which children with normal 
intelligence and sensory abilities show learning deficits for reading 
(Démonet et al., 2004). Children with dyslexia are characterized by 
an impairment in phonemic awareness, which is the ability to pro-
cess and manipulate spoken words made up of individual sounds 
or phonemes (Bradley and Bryant, 1983; Stanovich, 1988; Stahl 
and Murray, 1994; Snow et al., 1998). In recent years, the relation-
ship between phonemic awareness and musical ability is a topic of 
increased interest. Studies have demonstrated significant relation-
ships between phonemic awareness and musical sound process-
ing in children as well as adults (Stadler, 1990; Anvari et al., 2002; 
Jentschke et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2009a; Moreno et al., 2009). One 
line of research shows that the processing of rhythm and meter in 
music predicts phonological difficulties in children with dyslexia, 
suggesting that dyslexia may arise from a difficulty in processing 
the fast temporal structure of speech sounds (Tallal and Piercy, 
1973; Merzenich et al., 1996; Overy, 2003; Benasich et al., 2006; 
Huss et al., 2011). Since consonants within a language are largely 
differentiated by temporally rapid sound elements, the ability to 
process temporally rapid changes is important for phonemic aware-
ness. Support for this theory comes from the finding that auditory 
training that involves the gradual increase in temporal frequency of 
tones leads to improvements in auditory processing speed, speech 
discrimination, and language comprehension (Tallal, 2004; Tallal 
and Gaab, 2006).

Another line of research has shown links between phonemic 
awareness and pitch processing, rather than temporal processing, 
of musical sounds. As different consonants and vowels in speech 
are characterized by different frequency as well as temporal con-
tent, and pitch is the direct perceptual correlate of frequency, pitch 
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pitch  perception,  production, and the relationship between the 
two – and the possible relationship between tone-deafness and 
phonemic awareness, is important for characterizing the specificity 
of difficulties that children with developmental language disorders 
might face in their auditory environment.

In what follows, we examine the relationship between pitch per-
ception and production, on the one hand, and phonemic aware-
ness, on the other hand, in children between the ages of seven and 
nine. This age range was chosen because it is the earliest time when 
measurable deficits in literacy development can be readily identified 
(Shaywitz and Shaywitz, 2005). We hypothesized that the degree 
of correlation between perception and production performance 
(which we call pitch awareness) should be positively associated 
with level of phonemic awareness.

MaterIals and Methods
PartIcIPants
Thirty-two children (16 females, 16 males) were recruited 
from Grant School No. 7 in Passaic, NJ, USA, and from schools 
in the greater Boston area. Children’s mean age was 7.6 years 
(SD = 0.7 years). Children had a mean of 0.4 years of musical 
training outside of normal school education (range = 0–3 years, 
with five children having more than a year of musical training). 
Median household income was between US $35,000 and $50,000.

stIMulI and Procedure
Prior to testing, parents were contacted to obtain informed consent 
and to fill out a basic questionnaire. This questionnaire included 
items asking for the family’s contact information as well as the 
child’s date of birth and whether or not they had received any musi-
cal training outside of normal schooling. Each child was tested on a 
battery of tests that assessed phonemic awareness, pitch perception 
and production, and general intelligence. The pitch perception and 
production tests were used previously in our lab with tone-deaf 
adults (Loui, et al., 2008). Phonemic awareness scores were obtained 
from a combination of existing tests, the Sound Categorization tests 
(Bradley and Bryant, 1985) and Auditory Analysis tests (Rosner 
and Simon, 1971).

Phonemic awareness tests
Two phonemic awareness tests were administered: the Sound 
Categorization Test (Bradley and Bryant, 1985) and the Auditory 
Analysis Test (Rosner and Simon, 1971). The Sound Categorization 
Test presents participants with four words per trial, with the instruc-
tion to find the word with the last sound that differed (e.g., “fan cat 
hat mat” – target answer: “fan”), the first sound that differed (e.g., 
“rot rod rock box” – target answer: “box”), and the middle sound 
that differed (e.g., “mop hop tap lop” – target answer: “tap”). Two 
practice trials followed by 10 test trials were administered in each 
category (last sound, first sound, middle sound), yielding a total 
of 36 trials (six practice and 30 test).

The Auditory Analysis Test presents participants with two prac-
tice items followed by 40 test items. Each item consists of a com-
pound word (e.g., “cowboy”) with instructions to say the word 
without one of the compounds (e.g., “say cowboy without boy.” 
Target answer: “cow”).

Pitch perception and production test
The Pitch Perception and Production Test was created in our lab 
and reveals mismatched pitch perception and production abilities 
in the tone-deaf adults (Loui, et al., 2008): while non-tone-deaf 
controls demonstrate similar levels of performance between pitch 
perception and production in this test, tone-deaf individuals show 
varied levels of performance, suggesting that processing streams 
for perception and production might be dissociated in the audi-
tory system. The test presents participants with pairs of pure tones 
forming intervals. Within each pair, the first tone has a fundamen-
tal frequency of 500 Hz and the second tone ranges in frequency 
from 267 Hz to 750 Hz. Each tone was 500 ms in duration, with 
a gap of 500 ms between the two tones. Thirteen tone pairs were 
presented. After each presentation, the tasks were first to reproduce 
the tone pair by humming (pitch production test), and then to state 
whether the second tone was higher or lower than the first (pitch 
perception test). The order of the two tasks was counterbalanced 
across participants.

Non-verbal intelligence test
Non-verbal intelligence was assessed using the Kaufman brief intel-
ligence test (KBIT; Kaufman and Kaufman, 1990). This consisted 
of a series of up to 40 test items. Each test item consists of a puzzle 
matrix with a single missing piece. Children were asked to choose 
the item that fit best within the matrix given a choice of several 
puzzle pieces. The KBIT is a well-established test that has been 
shown to be correlated with non-verbal intelligence in children of 
the age of four and above (Kaufman and Kaufman, 1990). This test 
was administered so that we could control for possible confounds 
of non-verbal intelligence.

data analysIs
Age (years and months) at the time of testing was calculated from 
date of birth as reported by the parents. Socio-economic status of 
each child was estimated based on the median household income 
reported in US census data (http://2010.census.gov/2010census/
data/) for each child’s zip code.

On average, children scored 22 correct out of 40 (74%) on 
the Sound Categorization test (SD = 22%) and 21 correct out of 
40(54%) on the Auditory Analysis test (SD = 27%). Since there 
was no a priori reason to expect that performance on Sound 
Categorization and Auditory Analysis tests might show differ-
ent relationships with pitch perception and production, each 
child’s raw scores (not age-normalized) for Sound Categorization 
and Auditory Analysis tests were summed to form a single 
Phonemic Awareness score for statistical comparisons against 
pitch-awareness measures.

Previous studies have found that the agreement between pitch 
perception and production is low among adults who are tone-deaf 
(Loui, et al., 2008). To obtain an unbiased measure of internal 
consistency of children’s perception and production skills, we cal-
culated a single Pitch Perception–Production index for each child 
using the following procedure. For each trial, the direction of each 
participant’s hummed pitch intervals (i.e., the production task) was 
first coded as +1 (for rising intervals) or −1 (for falling intervals). 
Then the verbal response in the perception task was coded for 
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KBIT, SES, and number of years of musical training controlled. 
Partial correlations revealed significant correlations between Pitch 
Perception–Production and Phonemic Awareness even after par-
tialing out the effects of intelligence, age, SES, and musical training 
(r

partial
 = 0.586, p = 0.008). The relationship between Phonemic 

Awareness and Pitch Perception–Production is shown in Figure 1.
Considering the two separate components of the Pitch 

Perception–Production index, pitch perception-only and produc-
tion-only scores were not significantly correlated with the phone-
mic awareness score (correlation between phonemic awareness and 
perception scores: r = 0.29, p = 0.17; between phonemic awareness 
and production scores: r = 0.062, p = 0.80). Perception-only and 
production-only scores were also not significantly correlated with 
the Sound Categorization and Auditory Analysis tests that made 
up the Phonemic Awareness score (correlation between Sound 
Categorization and pitch perception: r = 0.15, p = 0.47; between 
Sound Categorization and pitch production: r = 0.11, p = 0.60; 
between Auditory Analysis and pitch perception: r = 0.19, p = 0.40; 
between Auditory Analysis and pitch production: r = −0.077, 
p = 0.72). However, the Pitch Perception–Production index was 
significantly correlated with each of the two Phonemic Awareness 
tests (correlation between Perception–Production index and Sound 
Categorization: r = 0.671, p < 0.001; between Perception–Production 

each trial with a + 1 (if they said that the second tone was higher 
than the first) or a − 1 (if they said that the second tone was lower 
than the first). The raw scores for the production and perception 
tasks were then correlated to form the Perception–Production index 
for each participant. A correlation score of 1.0 indicates perfect 
congruence between the perception and production of interval 
directions (i.e., the child always produced an ascending interval 
in the trials where s/he reported perceiving an ascending inter-
val), a score of 0 indicated no correlation between perception and 
production (i.e., on trials where the child produced an ascending 
interval, s/he was equally likely to report hearing an ascending or 
a descending interval), and a correlation of −1.0 indicates oppo-
site performance between perception and production. This cor-
relation was then Fisher-transformed to obtain a z-score for each 
subject. The Pitch Perception–Production Index indicated whether 
the participants hummed back the same pitch directions that they 
perceived from the recordings. This score does not reflect whether 
each of the perception/production responses was correct, but only 
whether there was internal consistency between each child’s percep-
tion and production.

Bivariate pairwise correlations were then performed to evaluate 
relationships between each pair of variables (Phonemic Awareness 
score, Pitch Perception–Production index, KBIT score, and Age). In 
addition, in order to eliminate the possible influences of confound-
ing variables of IQ and age, partial correlations were run between 
Phonemic Awareness scores and the Pitch Perception–Production 
index, while controlling for KBIT, age, SES, and musical training.

results
Pairwise correlations revealed five significant positive correla-
tions: Pitch Perception–Production was correlated with Phonemic 
Awareness (r = 0.795, p < 0.001), KBIT was correlated with Phonemic 
Awareness (r = 0.593, p = 0.001), Pitch Perception–Production was 
correlated with KBIT (r = 0.708, p < 0.001), Pitch Perception–
Production was correlated with Age (r = 0.576, p = 0.003), and KBIT 
was correlated with Age (r = 0.695, p < 0.001), as shown in Table 1.

Having established multiple significant bivariate relationships 
between each set of variables, the next step was to determine 
whether the relationship between Phonemic Awareness and Pitch 
Perception–Production existed even after controlling for general 
intelligence (as measured by the KBIT), age, SES, and musical train-
ing. A partial correlation was run examining the relationship of the 
Perception–Production Index and Phonemic Awareness, with age, 

Figure 1 | Pitch perception–production index as a function of phonemic 
awareness score.

Table 1 | Pairwise correlation coefficients between variables of phonemic awareness scores, pitch perception–production scores, Kaufman brief 

intelligence test scores, age, musical training, and SeS.

 Pitch perception–production KBiT Age Musical training SeS

Phonemic awareness 0.800** 0.593** 0.347 0.582** 0.741**

Pitch perception–production  0.735** 0.576** 0.802** 0.489**

KBIT   0.695** 0.901** 0.742**

Age    0.755** 0.641**

Musical training     0.805**

**p < 0.01.
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tone-deafness in children is unknown, with the first case report of 
amusia having only recently been reported in one child (Lebrun 
et al., in press). Patterns of behavior from some of the children in 
the present study, i.e., children who showed negative correlations 
between perception and production performance, are similar to the 
previously reported perception–production mismatch in tone-deaf 
adults. In that regard, the pitch perception–production tests in the 
current study might be useful in the future as a sensitive screening 
test for early identification of tone-deafness in childhood. While it 
is unclear whether this mismatch behavior is a sign of a develop-
ing auditory-motor system, or whether these children are currently 
tone-deaf, or will develop into tone-deaf adults, the present results 
show that they exhibit behavioral characteristics of tone-deaf adults 
and thus may put them into an at-risk category for tone-deafness.

Neuroimaging work has shown that the behavioral pattern of 
mismatch between pitch interval perception and production is 
associated with atypical white matter connectivity in the arcuate 
fasciculus, which connects the superior and middle temporal gyri 
in the temporal lobe with the posterior inferior frontal gyrus in the 
frontal lobe (Loui, et al., 2009). Notably, individuals who showed 
more congruent perception and production abilities had larger 
inferior branches of the right arcuate fasciculus. Given that arcuate 
fasciculus volume is correlated between the left and right hemi-
spheres (Wahl et al., 2010) but also shows significant hemispheric 
asymmetry (Catani et al., 2005; Vernooij et al., 2007), the present 
results may be a result of structural correspondence between left 
and right arcuate fasciculi during development, such that chil-
dren with a well-developed right inferior arcuate fasciculi will also 
have highly internally consistent pitch perception and production 
abilities and possess well-developed left inferior arcuate fascicu-
lus, which may be involved in phonemic awareness. Alternatively, 
the two domains of sound awareness (pitch and phonemes) may 
involve the same neural structures, providing further support for 
overlapping structures and/or cognitive resources used in language 
and music (Besson and Schon, 2001; Slevc et al., 2009; Sammler 
et al., 2010). In future studies that involve larger groups of children 
with and without the diagnosis of dyslexia, research may be able to 
tease apart the behavioral patterns and neural substrates of pitch 
awareness and phonemic awareness. Determining the extent to 
which pitch and phoneme processing are connected may help us 
explore commonalities between tone-deafness and dyslexia, in the 
hope of designing more refined rehabilitation strategies for dyslexia 
and perhaps even tone-deafness in the future.

conclusIon
The present results demonstrate an association between phonemic 
awareness and pitch awareness. Since phonemic awareness is a crucial 
predictor of reading ability and is disrupted in dyslexia, whereas the 
agreement between pitch perception and production is characteristic 
of tone-deaf behavior, the present results suggest that dyslexia and 
tone-deafness are related and may share a common basis.
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index and Auditory Analysis test: r = 0.791, p < 0.001), suggesting 
that it is the combination of pitch perception and production 
skills, rather than each of the two skills considered separately, that 
accounts for individual differences in phonemic awareness.

dIscussIon
This study demonstrates that phonemic awareness is correlated with 
pitch awareness, as assessed by the degree of agreement between 
pitch perception and pitch production. These results are independ-
ent of age, non-verbal IQ, SES, and musical training. While prior 
studies have shown that phonemic awareness, a crucial predictor 
of reading ability, is related to musical ability (Anvari, et al., 2002; 
Forgeard et al., 2008b; Jones, et al., 2009a), our study is the first 
to demonstrate an association between phonemic awareness and 
level of agreement between pitch perception and pitch production. 
Given that individuals with dyslexia are impaired in phonemic 
awareness (Stahl and Murray, 1994) and tone-deaf individuals show 
mismatches between pitch perception and production (Loui, et al., 
2008), the current results suggest an intriguing association between 
dyslexia and tone-deafness and warrant further investigation of a 
possible shared impairment across these disorders.

The present correlational findings now motivate research into 
whether phonemic processing and pitch processing are mediated 
by a shared neural substrate. It has been shown that tone-deafness 
in adults is characterized by a mismatch between pitch perception 
and production (Loui, et al., 2008; Liu, et al., 2010) as well as to 
deficits in phonemic awareness (Jones et al., 2009b). It has also been 
established that phonemic awareness is deficient in dyslexia (Snow, 
et al., 1998; Stanovich, 1988; Wood et al., 2005). Taken together, 
the present results suggest that tone-deafness and dyslexia may be 
intimately related. Since the task of perceiving and producing pitch 
intervals requires awareness of one’s own voice, the present results 
suggest that a deficit in awareness of one’s own voice may underlie 
both tone-deafness and dyslexia. Although deficits in pitch aware-
ness are certainly not the sole deficit in dyslexia, a pitch-awareness 
deficit could be one of many risk factors for language impairment 
(Leppanen et al., 2002).

The relationship between pitch perception and pitch produc-
tion has been investigated in previous studies involving auditory 
feedback of one’s own voice in adults (Burnett and Larson, 2002; 
Pfordresher, 2005). While auditory feedback is a useful way to 
investigate how one responds to one’s own voice, another meas-
ure of vocal awareness, especially in the domain of pitch, can be 
best assessed by recording subjects’ perception and production of 
pitched intervals (pairs of pitches) and comparing each individual’s 
perceptual response and production output for internal consistency. 
Our previous work has shown that tone-deaf adults lack conscious 
awareness of their own vocal productions of pitched intervals (Loui, 
et al., 2008). Adults identified as tone-deaf by the Montreal Battery 
for Evaluation of Amusia (Peretz et al., 2003) as well as by their 
responses to psychophysically defined frequency discrimination 
thresholds (Foxton et al., 2004) demonstrate a paradoxical mismatch 
between pitch interval perception and production, where they could 
produce small pitched intervals in the correct direction despite being 
unable to perceive the direction of the pitched interval according 
to their own verbal report. Although tone-deafness (or congenital 
amusia) has been described in adults for decades, the incidence of 
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